
GGT Gleitlager AG

Meierskappelstrasse 3
Küssnacht am Rigi 6403

Phone: +41 (0)41 8541530

The provider of individual solutions for sliding bearings and sintered filters. Our

extensive skills just summed up. GGT Gleitlager AG begins where standard ends.

We are co-thinkers, solution finders, implementation experts and service

enthusiasts in one. High quality products as well as top advice and satisfaction are a

must. In terms of prices and quality, we are on par with competitors in the market.

However, service wins the game. 
ProductsSintered BearingsSolid Bronze BearingsGGT50 BearingGGT11

BearingGGT20 BearingGGT090 BearingHigh Performance Sliding BearingGGT30

BearingGGT80 BearingGGT40 BearingBimetal BearingsMBW BearingsPlastic

BearingsCRG BearingsSteel BearingsGraphite BearingsSintered Bronze

FiltersStructural PartsShaft Repair Sleeves Plain bearings are manufactured in

different designs and from different materials. Every combination of plain bearing

design and material has characteristic properties that make the plain bearing

particularly suitable for certain applications.GGT therefore offers a wide range of
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plain bearings that can be delivered without pre-ordering. Plain bearings are

suitable for rotary, swivel and linear movements. (Cylindrical) bushes can only

absorb radial loads, and flange bushes can absorb radial and axial loads in one

direction.
Contract Manufacturing CNC turned parts made of Bronze, Brass or Copper
Our core competence lies in the production of precision turned parts made of non-

ferrous metals such as bronze, brass or copper. Using our modern machinery we

manufacture turned parts of highest quality and according to individual

requirements. Framework contracts enable us to produce in shorter delivery time, 

higher precision and more efficient production costs.
MachiningTurned Parts and Bearings made from Bronze or Brass
Machined cast bronze bearings offer technically and economically favorable

bearings solutions. It is with high load capability, low weight and good corrosion

resistance. We can offer different types of bronze alloys according to the required

life time, service etc. The tolerance is much tighter than e.g. wrapped bronze

bushes.We put the customer first. The satisfaction of our customers is the logical tip

of the pyramid in which our employees in our company view themselves both as

customer and supplier. Our quality comes from the fulfilment of all customer

expectations throughout the process chain. Our specialist competence is due to the

encouragement and development of all those involved in the company and to

decades of experience with turned parts made of various materials. Since it was

established in 1984 GGT has always been guided by the satisfaction of its

customers and the requirements of the market.
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